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Abstract

Nearly all studies of impulsive magnetic perturbation events (MPEs) with large magnetic field variability (dB/dt) that can

produce dangerous geomagnetically-induced currents (GICs) have used data from the northern hemisphere. Here we present

details of four large-amplitude MPE events (|DBx|> 900 nT and |dB/dt| > 10 nT/s in at least one component) observed

between 2015 and 2018 in conjugate high latitude regions (65 - 80° corrected geomagnetic latitude), using magnetometer data

from (1) Pangnirtung and Iqaluit in eastern Arctic Canada and the magnetically conjugate South Pole Station in Antarctica

and (2) the Greenland West Coast Chain and two magnetically conjugate chains in Antarctica, AAL-PIP and BAS LPM.

From 1 to 3 different isolated MPEs localized in corrected geomagnetic latitude were observed during 3 pre-midnight events;

many were simultaneous within 3 min in both hemispheres. Their conjugate latitudinal amplitude profiles, however, matched

qualitatively at best. During an extended post-midnight interval, which we associate with an interval of omega bands, multiple

highly localized MPEs occurred independently in time at each station in both hemispheres. These nighttime MPEs occurred

under a wide range of geomagnetic conditions, but common to each was a negative IMF Bz that exhibited at least a modest

increase at or near the time of the event. A comparison of perturbation amplitudes to modeled ionospheric conductivities in

conjugate hemispheres clearly favored a current generator model over a voltage generator model for 3 of the 4 events; neither
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model provided a good fit for the pre-midnight event that occurred near vernal equinox.

2
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 32 

Key Points:   33 

Conjugate pre-midnight MPEs were largest in dBx/dt and were often but not always 34 

simultaneous to within 3 min over ~100-700 km in latitude. 35 

 36 

Conjugate post-midnight MPEs were associated with omega bands, largest in dBy/dt, highly 37 

localized, and independent in time over ~1.5 h. 38 

 39 

Perturbation amplitudes and maximum derivatives favored a current generator model over a 40 

voltage generator model for near-solstice events. 41 

 42 

Abstract   43 

Nearly all studies of impulsive magnetic perturbation events (MPEs) with large magnetic 44 

field variability (dB/dt) that can produce dangerous geomagnetically-induced currents (GICs) 45 

have used data from the northern hemisphere.  Here we present details of four large-amplitude 46 

MPE events (|Bx|> 900 nT and |dB/dt| > 10 nT/s in at least one component) observed between 47 

2015 and 2018 in conjugate high latitude regions (65 - 80° corrected geomagnetic latitude), using 48 

magnetometer data from (1) Pangnirtung and Iqaluit in eastern Arctic Canada and the 49 

magnetically conjugate South Pole Station in Antarctica and (2) the Greenland West Coast Chain 50 

and two magnetically conjugate chains in Antarctica, AAL-PIP and BAS LPM.  From 1 to 3 51 

different isolated MPEs localized in corrected geomagnetic latitude were observed during 3 pre-52 

midnight events; many were simultaneous within 3 min in both hemispheres.  Their conjugate 53 

latitudinal amplitude profiles, however, matched qualitatively at best.  During an extended post-54 

midnight interval, which we associate with an interval of omega bands, multiple highly localized 55 

MPEs occurred independently in time at each station in both hemispheres.  These nighttime 56 

MPEs occurred under a wide range of geomagnetic conditions, but common to each was a 57 

negative IMF Bz that exhibited at least a modest increase at or near the time of the event.  A 58 

comparison of perturbation amplitudes to modeled ionospheric conductivities in conjugate 59 

hemispheres clearly favored a current generator model over a voltage generator model for 3 of 60 
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the 4 events; neither model provided a good fit for the pre-midnight event that occurred near 61 

vernal equinox.   62 

 63 

1. Introduction 64 

The study of Earth’s space environment has in recent years become increasingly 65 

recognized as having significant practical importance as well as academic interest because of the 66 

damaging impacts that disturbances in the magnetosphere and ionosphere can impose on 67 

technological infrastructure.  Extreme geomagnetically-induced currents (GICs) can disrupt the 68 

operation of large-scale ground-based electrically conducting systems such as electrical power 69 

grids, pipelines, telecommunication cables, and railway systems (Ngwira and Pulkkinen, 2019).  70 

Given this practical emphasis, it is not surprising that nearly all studies of the high latitude 71 

magnetic and electrical perturbations that can generate (GICs) have been based on data from the 72 

northern hemisphere.  It is becoming increasingly clear that the chain of physical processes in the 73 

near-Earth magnetosphere and ionosphere that can generate GICs is complex (Viljanen, 1997; 74 

Henderson et al., 1998; Apatenkov et al., 2004; Ngwira et al., 2015, 2018; Kozyreva et al., 2018; 75 

and Dimmock et al., 2019) and that these events may be causally related to active conditions in 76 

the magnetotail such as bursty bulk flows and/or dipolarizing flux bundles (Angelopoulos et al., 77 

1992; Sergeev et al., 1999; Kauristie et al., 2000; Zesta et al., 2000, 2006; Lyons et al., 2012; 78 

Gabrielse et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2014; and Engebretson et al., 2019b) that are expected to impact 79 

high latitude regions in both the northern and southern hemispheres.   80 

Although the technological risk from GICs is greater during magnetic storms, when the 81 

auroral oval expands to subauroral latitudes, impulsive magnetic perturbation events (MPEs) 82 

with duration ~ 5 to 15 min have also been found to more often occur during non-storm times 83 

(Viljanen et al., 2006) and at up to at least 78° magnetic latitude (Engebretson et al., 2019a).  A 84 

recent case study of three large amplitude MPEs observed using an extensive two-dimensional 85 

set of ground magnetometer arrays in Arctic Canada, Western Greenland, and Antarctica 86 

(Engebretson et al., 2019b) showed that these events appeared roughly simultaneously at near-87 

magnetically-conjugate locations (at the northern and southern ends of the same magnetic field 88 

lines) in each hemisphere.  In this study we present multi-station data from a large two-89 

dimensional set of ground-based magnetometers in the northern hemisphere and magnetometers 90 

at magnetically conjugate locations in Antarctica, both covering a range in corrected 91 
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geomagnetic (CGM) latitude from ~65° to over 80°.  By detailing the similarities and differences 92 

between large MPEs in both hemispheres we provide additional information that may be helpful 93 

for understanding the physical mechanisms involved in their generation.   94 

 95 

2. Data Set and Event Identification Technique 96 

Vector magnetometer data used in this study were recorded by the MACCS (Engebretson 97 

et al., 1995) and CANMOS (Nikitina et al., 2016) arrays in Arctic Canada, the Greenland West 98 

Coast chain (https://www.space.dtu.dk/MagneticGroundStations), the conjugate AAL-PIP chain 99 

in Antarctica (Clauer et al., 2014), the British Antarctic Survey (BAS) Low Power 100 

Magnetometer chain (Kadokura et al., 2008), and the fluxgate magnetometer at South Pole 101 

Station, Antarctica (Lanzerotti et al., 1990; Engebretson et al., 1997).  Data are presented in local 102 

magnetic coordinates.  In the northern hemisphere (at MACCS, CANMOS and Greenland West 103 

Coastal chain stations) and in the southern hemisphere (at AAL-PIP and BAS LPM stations) the 104 

sensor axes are oriented as follows:  X: magnetic north, Y: magnetic east, and Z: vertically 105 

down.  The South Pole magnetometer sensors are X: magnetic north, Y: magnetic east, and Z: 106 

vertically upward (a left-handed system).  The sampling rate of MACCS data is 2 Hz, and for the 107 

other stations 1 Hz.   108 

Figure 1 and Table 1 show that South Pole Station in Antarctica is in approximate 109 

magnetic conjugacy to MACCS station Pangnirtung and CANMOS station Iqaluit in Canada.  110 

Figure 1 also shows that the six AAL-PIP stations in Antarctica, located about 20° farther east in 111 

corrected geomagnetic (CGM) longitude, are in close magnetic conjugacy to the middle of the 112 

Greenland West Coast chain, and that the BAS LPM chain is conjugate in CGM magnetic 113 

latitude to several of the lower latitude Greenland West Coast stations, but approximately 114 

midway in CGM longitude between the Canadian and Greenland stations (Table 1).   115 

   The semi-automated procedure used to identify and quantify MPEs in these data sets is 116 

detailed in Engebretson et al. (2019a), and a summary is presented here.  Routinely produced 117 

daily magnetograms (24-hour plots of magnetic fields in local geomagnetic coordinates) were 118 

displayed on a computer screen.  Once a large-amplitude 5-10 minute duration magnetic 119 

perturbation was visually identified, the IDL cursor function was used to select times before and 120 

after a region of interest containing the MPE.  The times and values of extrema in this interval 121 

were recorded for each component, and after application of a 10-point smoothing to reduce noise 122 

https://www.space.dtu.dk/MagneticGroundStations
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and eliminate isolated bad data points, the data were numerically differentiated.  Plots of the time 123 

series of data and derivatives were produced and saved, and the maximum and minimum 124 

derivative values were automatically determined and recorded.   125 

 126 

3. Event Studies 127 

In this section we present four intervals of large-amplitude MPEs that were observed at 128 

both northern and southern high latitudes.  In each case we also show OMNI interplanetary 129 

magnetic field (IMF) and solar wind data, time-shifted to the nose of the magnetosphere, as well 130 

as the SYM/H index and the SuperMAG SML and SMU indices (Newell and Gjerloev, 2011) of 131 

magnetic activity.  The first three intervals occurred in the pre-midnight sector under conditions 132 

ranging from geomagnetically quiet to storm time.  The fourth interval occurred in the post-133 

midnight sector during the main and early recovery phases of a more intense magnetic storm.  134 

For all three pre-midnight MPE intervals studied here, the largest |dB/dt| values occurred 135 

during a sharp initial pulse which set up the MPE.  In contrast, within the post-midnight interval 136 

sharp (but less intense) pulses were seen at different times at each site over a span of ~ 1.5 hours.  137 

Their multiple rapid variations resembled those of Pi 3 or Ps 6 pulsations (Opgenoorth et al., 138 

1983; Solovyev et al., 1999; Apatenkov et al., 2020) rather than solitary impulses.  Figure 2, a 139 

full-day magnetogram AAL-PIP PG4 on May 13, 2015, shows good examples of both pre- and 140 

post-midnight events.  The post-midnight interval, to be discussed in detail in section 3.4 below, 141 

extended from 05:30 to 08:00 UT and was characterized by a long-lasting ~800 nT negative bay 142 

in the Bx (north-south) component and three large ~20 minute period pulsations of 200 nT 143 

amplitude in the Bx and By (east-west) components.  The pre-midnight interval on this day was 144 

dominated by a single > 800 nT southward (negative) impulse in the Bx component near 23:00 145 

UT.  Large |dB/dt| values occurred during both events.   The maximum derivatives during the 146 

pre-midnight interval were -14.5 nT/s (dBx/dt), 9.4 nT/s (dBy/dt), and 16.5 nT/s (dBz/dt).  147 

During the post-midnight event they were -5.2 nT/s (dBx/dt), 5.2 nT/s (dBy/dt), and -6.1 nT/s 148 

(dBz/dt). 149 

 150 

3.1 Interval 1:  15 January 2018   00:24 – 00:51 UT  YRDAY 18015 151 

Figure 3a shows IMF and solar wind parameters from the OMNI database as well as the 152 

SuperMAG SML and SMU indices and the SYM/H index, from 2200 UT January 14, 2018 to 153 
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0200 UT January 15, 2018.  Figures 3b and 3c show 3-component magnetic field data from 154 

AAL-PIP PG3 in Antarctica and Qeqertarsuaq (GDH) in Greenland.  These stations were in 155 

close magnetic conjugacy, separated by 0.6° in CGM Lat and 1.1° in CGM Lon (Table 1 and 156 

Figure 1).  The shaded region, from 00:24 to 00:51 UT January 15, spans the large magnetic 157 

perturbation observed at both stations.  Substorm onsets included in the SuperMAG substorm list 158 

for 2018 occurred at 23:32 UT January 14 at 67.8° MLAT and 1.33 h MLT and 00:22 UT 159 

January 15 at 66.86° MLAT and 1.77 MLT).  The times of these onsets, marked in Figure 3a by 160 

red arrows, were ~1 hour and ~2 minutes, respectively, before the beginning of the MPE interval, 161 

and they occurred ~ 4-5 h MLT distant from the MLTs of the arrays of stations analyzed for this 162 

event (Figure 4).   163 

Before the onset of the MPE, the IMF magnitude increased slightly and the IMF Bz 164 

component was slightly negative but increasing toward 0.  Both the IMF Bx and By components 165 

were near -4 nT (not shown), so the IMF had the most typical “garden-hose” orientation.  The 166 

solar wind velocity (Vsw) and dynamic pressure (Psw) were modest and relatively steady.  The 167 

SML index decreased rapidly from -62 to -324 nT at the time of the first substorm onset, 168 

decreased rapidly again from -139 to -883 nT beginning near the time of the second substorm 169 

onset, and increased toward -500 nT near the end of the MPE interval.  The SYM/H index 170 

decreased slightly before MPE onset to -14 nT and also remained near this level during the MPE.   171 

 As shown in Figures 3b and 3c, the Bx components at both GDH and PG3 reached their 172 

minimum value at 00:35 UT, 13 min after the most recent substorm onset.  Perturbations in By 173 

and Bz had opposite signs at the two stations, and as was the case for each of the 4 events shown, 174 

also showed less similarity in shape than the Bx perturbations.  The relative orientations of the 175 

Bx and By perturbations most likely reflect the hemispheric difference in the circular Hall 176 

current flow around a localized field-aligned current (FAC), counter-clockwise in the northern 177 

hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere.  Also shown in these figures are the 178 

magnitude of the maximum derivative in each component.  Both the perturbations (ΔB) and 179 

derivative amplitudes |dB/dt| in each component were slightly larger in the northern hemisphere.  180 

 Figure 4 shows Bx (north-south) component data from several stations during this event, 181 

organized by increasing local time (left to right) and decreasing magnetic latitude (top to 182 

bottom).  Panel a) shows data from the near-conjugate South Pole and Pangnirtung  station pair, 183 

panel b) shows data from AAL-PIP stations PG2, PG3, and PG5 and BAS LPM stations M79 184 
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and M78 in Antarctica, and panel c) shows data from West Greenland stations UMQ, GDH, 185 

STF, GHB, FHB, and NAQ.  The same vertical and horizontal ranges are used in each panel.  At 186 

each station, the time of maximum |ΔBx| perturbations is shown.  187 

There was good agreement in the timing of Bx minima near 00:35 UT between northern 188 

and southern hemisphere stations with |MLAT| ≥ 73.9° in both local time sectors:  PGG, UMQ, 189 

and GDH in Canada and Greenland, and SP, PG2, and PG3 in Antarctica, with amplitudes larger 190 

in the northern (winter) hemisphere.  Two minima in Bx occurred at three intermediate latitude 191 

stations (STF, PG5, and GHB) between 00:20 and 01:00 UT, with no simultaneity between 192 

stations, and none showed evidence of the minimum at 00:35 UT that was observed at more 193 

poleward stations.  One maximum in Bx occurred at the four lowest latitude stations (FHB, M79, 194 

NAQ, and M78).  The largest derivative was in the X component at 8 stations, in the Z 195 

component at 4 stations, and in the Y component at none.   196 

The ΔBx polarity reversal between 69.3° and 66.6° MLAT suggests the presence of an 197 

ionospheric flow shear, with westward flow poleward and eastward equatorward of it.  The 198 

positive perturbation observed at the lower latitudes may represent the equivalent return current 199 

of the westward current in the negative ΔBx spike observed at higher latitudes.  It is possible that 200 

the negative spike at 00:21 UT observed at PG5 was caused by a westward traveling surge that 201 

moved westward and poleward to appear successively later at more poleward stations:  at 00:26 202 

UT at STF, at 00:33 UT at Pangnirtung, and between 00:35 and 00:39 at PG3, PG2, GDH, and 203 

UMQ.  This would be qualitatively consistent with the progressive appearance of MPEs at more 204 

westward and poleward stations found in three recent case studies of MPEs by Engebretson et al. 205 

(2019b) using a two-dimensional array of stations in Arctic Canada.   206 

 Figure 5a shows the north-south perturbation amplitudes (ΔBx) and Figure 5b shows the 207 

maximum derivative amplitude in any component observed at every available station during this 208 

event in the West Greenland Coastal Array (red triangles) and the conjugate AAL-PIP and BAS 209 

LPM arrays (black asterisks).  Discussion of Figure 5c is deferred until section 4.  In the MLAT 210 

range from ~70° to ~76°, corresponding to a distance of ~700 km in both hemispheres, the 211 

amplitudes of both the perturbations and derivatives were larger in the northern hemisphere.  212 

However, the latitude profiles for ΔBx and maximum dB/dt in Greenland did not follow each 213 

other closely in the region of largest amplitudes.  In both hemispheres the equatorward falloff of 214 

amplitude with MLAT was more gradual than its poleward counterpart.   215 
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The second column of Table 2 shows the maximum |dB/dt| values for each component 216 

for each of the stations shown in Figure 4.  At the West Greenland stations and their conjugate 217 

arrays the maximum derivatives were larger in the northern hemisphere.  However, the MLT 218 

dependence was complex:  Figure 4a shows that farther west, the ΔBx value at SPA was smaller 219 

than that at PGG, but Table 2 indicates its peak derivative value was larger than that of any other 220 

station in the data set.  During this interval the largest derivative was in the X component at 8 221 

stations, in the Z component at 4 stations, and in the Y component at none.   222 

 223 

3.2  Interval 2:  16 March 2016    00:34-00:57 UT  YRDAY 16076 224 

This complex MPE interval, which had significant amplitude over an MLAT range of at 225 

least 10°, occurred during the early recovery phase of a weak magnetic storm, as shown in Figure 226 

6a.  The SYM/H index decreased modestly from -30 to -50 nT between 22:00 and 24:00 UT on 227 

March 15, and showed a slight < 5 nT increase before the interval and a similar small decrease 228 

during the interval.  The IMF magnitude remained steady near 8 nT for ~2 h before and during 229 

the highlighted interval and again the IMF Bz component was negative (-4 nT) but increased 230 

shortly before and during the interval.  Both the IMF Bx and By components were near 0 nT (not 231 

shown).  Vsw and Psw were again relatively constant before and during the interval.  A substorm 232 

onset occurred at 23:51 UT March 15, at 70.98° MLAT and 8.37 h MLT.  The time of this onset, 233 

shown in Figure 6a, was 40 minutes before the beginning of the MPE interval, and it occurred 234 

more than 10 h MLT away from the magnetometer stations shown in Figure 7. 235 

A broad minimum in SML and maximum in SMU were evident during this MPE interval, 236 

after which time both indices gradually returned to more quiet levels.  The SML index dropped 237 

gradually from ~ -284 nT at onset to a minimum of -742 nT at 00:18 UT, and at 00:43 UT 238 

exhibited a short ~ -200 nT negative spike, near the time of the large amplitude spikes shown in 239 

Figure 6b and c.   240 

Three-component magnetic field data from PG4 and STF (Figures 6b and 6c) show 241 

similar Bx waveforms with minima simultaneous to within 1 min, again oppositely directed 242 

perturbations in By, and complex variations in Bx.  In all three components the amplitudes of 243 

both the perturbations and derivatives were larger in the southern hemisphere.   244 

 This interval also showed latitude-dependent variations in timing that were very similar 245 

in both hemispheres (Figure 7).  A Bx minimum occurred simultaneously to within 1 min at 246 
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00:48 UT at the four most poleward stations in both hemispheres ((SP, PG2, PG3, and GDH, all 247 

above 73.9° |MLAT|), but occurred earlier (at 00:42 UT) at the two Canadian stations (PGG, 248 

IQA).  In the |MLAT| range from 69.8° to 71.9° a Bx minimum occurred nearly simultaneously 249 

at 00:37 UT at Antarctic stations PG4, M85 (not shown), PG5, and M84 (not shown), and at STF 250 

in Greenland, and Bx minima appeared at SKT and GHB in Greenland 1-3 minutes later.  A 251 

more temporally extended substorm bay in Bx rather than a single dominant but short-lived 252 

negative perturbation was observed at the four lower latitude stations (M81, M79, FHB, and 253 

NAQ).  Rapid negative excursions in Bx were evident at each of these four stations and at GHB, 254 

during the downward slope of the bay between 00:35 and 00:37 UT, but were in each case 255 

(except at M79) relatively small.  It is possible that the 00:35-00:37 UT disturbance that first 256 

appeared at these lower latitude stations expanded poleward and westward to appear later at 257 

higher latitude stations, as in interval 1.   258 

Figure 8 shows latitudinal profiles of the ΔBx perturbation amplitude (panel a) and the 259 

maximum derivative amplitude (panel b), as in Figure 5.  At all latitudes both quantities were 260 

consistently larger in the southern hemisphere, and the latitudinal profiles were similar, with one 261 

major exception:  the derivative amplitude at M84, located 10° magnetic longitude west of PG5 262 

and other AAL-PIP stations, was substantially larger (25.7 nT/s) than the amplitude at PG5 (16.2 263 

nT/s).  Figure 7a shows that the ΔBx value at SP in Antarctica was also larger than at the Arctic 264 

stations PGG and IQA. 265 

The third column of Table 2 shows the maximum |dB/dt| values for each component for 266 

each of the stations shown in Figure 7.  During this interval the derivatives were consistently 267 

larger at all stations in the southern hemisphere than at northern hemisphere stations at 268 

comparable latitudes and local times.  The largest derivative was in the X component at 11 269 

stations, in the Z component at 2 stations, and in the Y component at one (SPA).  Derivative 270 

magnitudes were nearly equal in X and Z at 2 stations. 271 

  272 

3.3   Interval 3:  8 May 2016   21:02-21:30 UT  YRDAY 16129 273 

This MPE interval, which occurred shortly before the second minimum of a double-274 

minimum geomagnetic storm (minimum SYM/H ~ -87 nT, Figure 9a), included an extremely 275 

large dB/dt value of 37.7 nT/s at BAS LPM M79, but appeared only within an |MLAT| range of 276 

~5°, from 64° to 69°.  During and before this interval the IMF magnitude was relatively steady 277 
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near 8 nT, and the IMF Bz component was increasing from a slightly negative value.  The IMF 278 

Bx and By components were near +3 and -3 nT, respectively (not shown), so the IMF had an 279 

“ortho-garden hose” orientation.  Vsw was over 600 km/s and falling slightly during the interval, 280 

and Psw was near 3.4 nPa.  Multiple substorm onsets occurred at 1809 UT at 66.70° MLAT and 281 

2.75 h MLT; 18:48 UT at 70.6° MLAT and 7.13 h MLT; 19:08 UT at 65.94° MLAT and 6.01 h 282 

MLT; 19:48 UT at 65.94° MLAT and 6.69 h MLT; and 20:12 UT at 65.94° MLAT and 7.09 h 283 

MLT.  The times of these onsets, shown in Figure 9a, were from ~1 - 3 hours before the 284 

beginning of the MPE interval, and they occurred ~7 to 12 h MLT away from the magnetometer 285 

stations shown in Figure 10.   286 

The SML index decreased from -457 nT at the time of the latest substorm onset 20:12 287 

UT) to -1022 nT at 20:23 UT, and returned to near -500 nT at 20:55 before dropping to -699 nT 288 

near the beginning of the MPE interval.  The SMU index was relatively steady near 400 nT for 289 

nearly 3 hours, from 18:00 to 20:55 UT, before rising to 616 nT at 21:02 UT, the beginning of 290 

the MPE interval.  The variation of SMU and SML approximately in tandem shortly before and 291 

during the interval suggests the occurrence of a magnetospheric convection event or 292 

pseudobreakup.  Both SML and SMU values gradually returned to more quiet levels during and 293 

after the MPE interval. 294 

Figures 9b and 9c show magnetograms from BAS LPM M79 and FHB, respectively, 295 

from 20:00 to 22:00 UT on this day.  A single Bx minimum at M79 appeared at 21:07 UT, and 296 

two Bx minima appeared at FHB at 21:04 and 21:22 UT, respectively.  The largest dBx/dt 297 

excursion at FHB was substantial ( -6.7 nT/s), but was a factor of ~5 smaller than that at M79. 298 

Figure 10 shows Bx component data from the four lowest latitude stations available in 299 

each hemisphere from 20:00 to 22:00 UT.  Both ΔBx and the derivatives in each component at 300 

the Antarctic stations (Figure 10a) were highly localized in MLAT:  as shown in Table 3, the 301 

maximum |dBx/dt| value decreased to less than half its value at M79 within 1° and 1.7° toward 302 

higher and lower MLAT (at M81 and M78, respectively).   The first MPE observed in Greenland 303 

occurred within ~3 minutes of the much larger MPE observed in Antarctica, and conversely 304 

there was no evidence of the second Greenland MPE at any of the Antarctic stations.  Thus for 305 

both MPEs there was an apparent lack of conjugacy.  However, as will be discussed in section 5, 306 

at least some of this lack of conjugacy might be attributed to longitudinal localization of both 307 

MPEs:  BAS LPM stations M79 and M81 were located ~9° in magnetic longitude west of the 308 
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conjugate point of FHB – at distances of 431 and 429 km, respectively.  Figures 11a,b show that 309 

magnetometer deflections and derivative amplitudes at stations at |MLAT| > 70° in both 310 

hemispheres were at near background levels.   311 

The fourth column of Table 2 shows the maximum |dB/dt| values for each component for 312 

the lowest latitude stations shown in Figure 10.  During this interval the derivatives were again 313 

consistently larger in the southern hemisphere than at northern hemisphere stations at 314 

comparable latitudes.  The largest derivative was in the X component at all stations shown except 315 

FHB, where it was largest in the Z component. 316 

The observations at BAS LPMs M81, M79, and M78, located in nearly a straight line with 317 

similar MLON (to within 1.5°) and MLAT (to within 2.7°), can provide additional information 318 

about this MPE.  The distance from M79 to M81 is 139 km, and from M79 to M78 is 240 km.  319 

At the most equatorward station, M78, the minimum in Bx occurred at 2105 UT.  At M79 it 320 

occurred at 2107 UT, and at M81 it occurred at 2108 UT.  This indicates a possible drift of the 321 

epicenter of the MPE westward and poleward.  This drift is again consistent with that found in 322 

the Engebretson et al. (2019b) case studies.   323 

 324 

3.4  Interval 4:  13 May 2015   05:30-08:00 UT  YRDAY 15133    325 

This extended post-midnight interval occurred during the main phase of a large magnetic 326 

storm (minimum SYM/H = -95 nT), as shown in Figure 12a.  The IMF magnitude was near 15 327 

nT before the beginning of the interval, and fell slightly to 12 nT at its end, and the IMF Bz 328 

component rose unsteadily from a large negative value (-13 nT) at 0500 UT to +4 nT by 07:00 329 

UT.  The IMF Bx and By components were near +10 and -7 nT, respectively (not shown), so the 330 

IMF again had an “ortho-garden hose” orientation. Vsw fluctuated slightly near 600 km/s during 331 

the event, and Psw varied near 7 nPa.  Two substorm onsets occurred prior to this event, at 05:04 332 

UT at 60.49° MLAT and 1.87 h MLT and at 05:25 UT at 67.47° MLAT and 21.15 h MLT.  The 333 

times of these onsets were 26 min and 5 min, respectively, before the beginning of the shaded 334 

MPE interval, and they occurred ~1-2 and 6-7 h MLT away from the magnetometer stations 335 

shown in Figure 13, respectively.  336 

The SMU index rose gradually beginning near 04:35 UT from ~ 250 nT to a maximum of 337 

507 nT at 05:14 UT, fell to ~300 nT by 05:40 UT, and exhibited only modest variations during 338 

the remainder of the MPE interval.  The SML index also began a gradual drop near 04:35 UT, 339 
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but declined sharply from the time of the second substorm onset, reaching a minimum of -1160 340 

nT at 05:46 UT before gradually returning toward more quiet levels, reaching values near -300 341 

nT near 08:00 UT.   342 

The beginning and end times of this interval (05:30 to 08:00 UT) correspond to the 343 

duration of double-minimum negative bays in the Bx component at M81 (Figure 12b) and GHB 344 

(Figure 12c).  These bays showed a rapid recovery in the Bx component between 06:30 and 345 

~07:00 UT, followed by a slower recovery from 07:00 to 08:00 UT that was still characterized 346 

by large fluctuations in all 3 components.  There was again little correspondence in the By and 347 

Bz components between the two stations.   348 

Figure 13 shows that a large negative bay appeared all 14 stations shown, covering an 349 

MLAT range of >10°, but was deeper and more extended at lower latitudes and in the southern 350 

hemisphere.  This bay, and the many rapid perturbations embedded within it, resembles 351 

published signatures of omega band structures (e. g., Figure 4 of Opgenoorth et al., 1983).  These 352 

multiple short-lived perturbations, which have been designated variously as Ps6 and Pi3 353 

magnetic pulsations (Solovyev et al., 1999), appeared in all 3 components at all stations (not 354 

shown), and were often largest in the By component, but were highly localized.  At each station, 355 

the maximum derivative amplitude in each component is listed.    Derivative amplitudes 356 

generally increased from higher to lower MLAT, but the largest derivatives appeared at different 357 

times at each station, and spanned the time range from 05:50 to 07:40 UT.  Only at one 358 

neighboring station pair (FHB and GHB, separated by 262 km) at 06:55 UT was one 359 

simultaneous large perturbation observed.  The blue arrows in each panel show the times of the 360 

largest derivatives in the Bx component.  Two > 6 nT/s derivatives in Bx appeared at M83 and 361 

M81 (Figures 13g and 13h), and two > 8 nT/s derivatives in Bx appeared at NAQ (Figure 13n).  362 

At all other stations Bx derivative amplitudes were < 6 nT/s; for these only the largest Bx 363 

derivative is shown (2 of equal magnitude at SP and FHB).   364 

Figure 14a shows that similar latitudinal profiles of ΔBx occurred in both northern and 365 

southern hemispheres, with elevated values extending over nearly 15° MLAT and generally 366 

larger at lower latitudes, but their amplitude was 20% to 60% larger in the southern (winter) 367 

hemisphere.  The derivative amplitudes (Figure 14b) were again larger at lower latitudes.  They 368 

were again somewhat larger in the southern hemisphere, but showed large differences between 369 
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two pairs of Antarctic stations at similar MLAT but different MLON:  M83 - M84 and PG4 – 370 

M85.    371 

The fifth column of Table 2 shows the maximum |dB/dt| values for each component for 372 

the lowest latitude stations shown in Figure 13.  In contrast to the pre-midnight MPEs, the largest 373 

derivative observed at the stations shown in Figure 13 was in the Y component at 6 stations, 374 

equal in the Y and Z components at 1 station, in the X component at 5 stations, and in the Z 375 

component at 3 stations.   376 

 377 

4. Comparison of amplitudes in conjugate hemispheres     378 

In each of the 4 MPE intervals studied, the latitudinal profiles in conjugate hemispheres 379 

showed fair to good qualitative agreement (Figures 5, 8, 11, and 14).  Conditions were dark at 380 

most sites in both hemispheres.  During intervals 1, 3, and 4 both perturbation and derivative 381 

amplitudes were larger in the winter hemisphere by up to a factor of 3, but during the second 382 

(near-equinox) event, Antarctic stations recorded consistently larger amplitudes.  Derivative 383 

amplitudes (but not perturbation amplitudes) also varied significantly between stations in the 384 

southern hemisphere that differed in magnetic longitude by 6° or more (e.g., the M84 - PG5 pair 385 

in Figure 8 and the M83 - M84 and PG4 – M85 pairs in Figure 14).   386 

Many studies have suggested that MPEs are driven by localized field-aligned currents 387 

(e.g., Viljanen et al., 2001; Viljanen and Tanskanen, 2011; Belakhovsky et al., 2019), and in 388 

models of magnetosphere - ionosphere electrodynamic drivers it is physically intuitive to use a 389 

circuit analogy and distinguish between generators which deliver a fixed current and those in 390 

which the voltage is fixed (Lysak, 1990). 391 

Distinctions between the applicability of these two drivers can be revealed by analyzing 392 

the dependence of the ground magnetic response on the ionospheric conductance.  If the 393 

magnetospheric driving of a FAC behaves as a voltage generator, then one expects the ground 394 

magnetic field perturbation to increase as the ionospheric conductance increases.  In contrast, if 395 

the magnetospheric process behaves as a current generator, one expects the intensity of magnetic 396 

field perturbations to remain only weakly sensitive to the ionospheric conductance.   397 

Quantitative relationships between conjugate amplitudes and height-integrated 398 

ionospheric conductances for these two generators were examined by Pilipenko et al. (2019) 399 

using a simple "plasma box" model of the magnetosphere with asymmetric conjugate 400 
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ionospheres driven by an external current located at the magnetospheric equatorial plane.  The 401 

ranges of validity of current and voltage generators are determined by the ratio between an 402 

internal generator resistance and a load resistance.  For a FAC generator, the local ionospheric 403 

resistance above an observation site plays the role of a load resistance, whereas the 404 

magnetospheric Alfvén wave resistance and the resistance of the conjugate ionosphere play the 405 

role of an internal source resistance.  Oscillatory FACs interact with the ionosphere in a different 406 

way depending on relationship between the driver periodicity  and the Alfven field line 407 

eigenperiod TA.   408 

For a forced quasi-DC driving ( >>TA),   409 

∆𝐵𝑥
(𝑁)

∆𝐵𝑥
(𝑆)  = 

Σ𝐻  
(𝑁)

Σ𝐻
(𝑆) ,               (1) 410 

and for excitation of resonant field line oscillations ( ~TA),     411 

     
∆𝐵𝑥

(𝑁)

∆𝐵𝑥
(𝑆)  = 

Σ𝐻
(𝑁)

Σ𝐻
(𝑆)  

Σ𝑃
(𝑆)

Σ𝑃
(𝑁).                        (2)  412 

The quasi-DC driving of a FAC corresponds to a voltage generator, for which the ground 413 

magnetic response is proportional to the ionospheric Hall conductance. The excitation of 414 

resonant field line oscillations corresponds to a current generator, for which the ground magnetic 415 

response only weakly depends on the ionospheric conductance.    416 

In order to determine the applicability of either of these models, the ratio of conductances 417 

at conjugate points can be compared with the ratio of magnetic disturbance amplitudes.  Because 418 

MPEs are localized in both latitude and longitude, it is best to focus on stations observing the 419 

maximal amplitude of the MPE as well as to examine these ratios at more than one station.  The 420 

bottom panels of Figures 5, 8, 11, and 14 show the ionospheric conductances calculated for each 421 

interval at all available West Greenland and conjugate AAL-PIP and BAS-LPM stations.  Solid 422 

lines and dashed lines in panel c) of these figures denote Pedersen conductances (Σ𝑃) and Hall 423 

conductances (Σ𝐻), respectively.  These were determined using an updated AMIE procedure 424 

based an empirical model parameterized by solar zenith angle and the solar radio flux index, 425 

F10.7 (Cousins et al. (2015). 426 

Cousins et al. (2015) also noted that on physical grounds one would expect auroral 427 

precipitation to contribute to ionospheric conductances.  Panel d) of Figures 5, 8, and 14 shows 428 
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the above conductances plus conductances determined using the empirical relationship of 429 

Robinson et al (1987) that relates particle flux and energy output to conductance, using the 430 

Ovation Prime DMSP-based empirical auroral precipitation model (Newell et al., 2009, 2010, 431 

2014).  This augmented model contributed only negligible additional conductances for interval 3 432 

because the modeled auroral zone was located below the MLAT range of the available stations, 433 

so Figure 11 does not include this additional panel.   434 

However, Cousins et al. (2015) noted that large uncertainties remain in all current 435 

conductance models.  They evaluated a number of conductance models and adjustments, 436 

including both of those described above, using metrics based on comparing SuperDARN plasma 437 

drift data to AMPERE field-aligned current data by means of these conductance models, and 438 

found that none of the model combinations they tested generated significantly better agreement.  439 

In addition, the localized field-aligned currents that drive MPEs are expected to produce 440 

localized increases of unknown size in ionospheric conductances, and no model including such 441 

effects yet exists.  442 

During the northern winter event shown in Figure 5, the magnetic perturbations and 443 

derivatives were mostly somewhat larger in the northern hemisphere, but in both conductance 444 

models both Σ𝑃 and Σ𝐻 were larger in the southern hemisphere.  These relations are opposite to 445 

those expected for a voltage generator.  Southern hemisphere (summer) conductances based on 446 

the AMIE model (Figure 5c) increased relatively smoothly with MLAT, while in the augmented 447 

model (Figure 5d) the contribution of modeled auroral precipitation is evident for MLAT < 70°.  448 

Northern hemisphere (winter) conductances based on the AMIE model were nearly constant, and 449 

the auroral contribution in the augmented model extended to 73° MLAT.  These additions are 450 

consistent with the center of the modeled auroral zone being located at or equatorward of 65° 451 

MLAT.   452 

Inverse interhemispheric patterns are evident in Figure 14cd during northern summer 453 

events:  magnetic perturbations and derivatives were mostly larger in the southern hemisphere, 454 

and conductances were much larger in the northern hemisphere.  Northern hemisphere (winter) 455 

conductances based on the AMIE model (Figure 14c) increased relatively smoothly with MLT, 456 

while southern hemisphere conductances were nearly constant.  The augmented model (Figure 457 

14d) again increased the conductances at lower latitudes, but in this case again more rapidly in 458 

the southern hemisphere.  The MPE event in interval 3 (Figure 11) was considerably more 459 
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localized in latitude, and also occurred in a region with nearly constant conductances that was 460 

poleward of the modeled auroral zone.  Both intervals 3 and 4 occurred during northern summer 461 

and showed the same seasonal interhemispheric patterns.  It is also clear in Figures 5, 11, and 14 462 

that peak MPE amplitudes occurred in latitudinal regions of near-constant conductances, based 463 

on both models.  These relations indicate that for both pre-midnight and post-midnight events 464 

during solstice conditions the voltage generator model is not applicable to MPEs.   465 

In order to make a more quantitative comparison between models, we chose 4 station 466 

pairs in regions of relatively constant conductances from both interval 1 (between 69° and 76° 467 

MLAT) and interval 4 (between 70° and 76° MLAT) and calculated both ΔBx ratios and the 468 

AMIE model conductance ratios defined in equations (1) and (2).  The ratios between left and 469 

right sides of equation (1) for a voltage generator model were 7.08 ± 3.96 and 0.159 ± 0.032 for 470 

intervals 1 and 4, respectively (nearly inverse between winter and summer), while the 471 

corresponding ratios of equation (2) for a current generator model were 1.48 ± 0.15 and 1.10 ± 472 

0.17, both much closer to unity, and thus approximately satisfying the equality.  Comparisons for 473 

|dB/dt| ratios were similar:  the ratios for a voltage generator model were 6.16 ± 3.42 and 0.315 ± 474 

0.172 for intervals 1 and 4, respectively, and the ratios for a current generator model were 1.31 ± 475 

0.15 and 2.19 ± 1.28.  The greater scatter in the |dB/dt| ratios for both models using data from 476 

interval 4 is consistent with the greater variability in |dB/dt| values for this interval shown in 477 

Figure 14b, which we attributed to longitudinal variations.  Given the known uncertainties in the 478 

modeled conductances (Cousins et al., 2015), comparison of these ratios indicates the 479 

reasonableness of using a current generator model to drive these events.    480 

The conductances for the 16 March 2016 pre-midnight event that occurred close to 481 

equinox (Figure 8c,d) showed more complex behavior.  The AMIE conductances were below 1 S 482 

in both hemispheres below 72° MLAT (Figure 8c), but the southern hemisphere conductances 483 

increased toward higher latitudes while the northern hemisphere conductances remained 484 

constant.  The augmented conductances shown in Figure 8d again showed the influence of an 485 

auroral zone for MLAT < ~72°.  As with the other intervals, neither conductance profile matched 486 

the large-scale latitudinal profiles of magnetic perturbations or derivatives shown in Figures 8a 487 

and 8b; the largest perturbations and derivatives occurred between 66° and 72° MLAT, in ranges 488 

of relatively flat conductances in the AMIE model and of both high and low conductances in the 489 

augmented model.  During this event both perturbations and derivatives were larger in the 490 
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southern hemisphere even near 72° MLAT, where the conductances for both models were nearly 491 

equal.  In addition, the latitudinal profile in the southern hemisphere between 69° and 72° MLAT 492 

(blue traces) showed sharp changes in conductances between M84 and PG5 and between PG4 493 

and M85 (Figures 8b,c) that correspond to sharp changes in derivative and perturbation 494 

amplitude (Figures 8a,b).  Similar sharp changes also appeared in Figure 11c.  As noted near the 495 

beginning of this section, these changes appear to be linked to differences in station longitude, 496 

but the relative polarity of the changes is more consistent with a voltage generator model than a 497 

current generator model.   498 

Several factors may complicate the modeling of ionospheric conductances in 499 

magnetically conjugate points, especially near equinoxes:  a) the differing effects on ground 500 

conductivity of coastlines and oceans in the north vs. ice sheets in the south, b) the different 501 

distances and azimuths between the geographic and geomagnetic poles in opposite hemispheres 502 

(Liou et al., 2018), and c) the fact that Antarctic stations in this study were situated at 13-18° 503 

higher geographic latitude than Arctic stations at similar MLAT.  However, addressing these 504 

factors quantitatively is beyond the scope of this paper. 505 

  506 

5. Discussion  507 

This study has presented four examples of nighttime MPEs observed by multiple 508 

magnetometers in near-magnetically conjugate regions in both polar regions.  We here 509 

summarize both the commonalities and differences between these events. 510 

The geomagnetic context of these four MPE intervals was similar only in that the Bz 511 

component of the IMF was < 0 before each event, and had at least a modest increase at or near 512 

the time of the event.  MPEs could occur during both magnetically quiet times and storm times, 513 

but little or no change in solar wind pressure or velocity occurred shortly before or during each 514 

event, and there was no consistent pattern in IMF Bx or By levels or trends.  Clear minima in the 515 

SML index were evident in each of the MPE intervals presented here, but as was the case for the 516 

statistical and event studies of MPEs presented by Engebretson et al. (2019a,b), there was no 517 

consistent timing of events relative to the most recent substorm onset(s).   518 

The availability of data from latitudinally-spaced stations covering nearly 15° in MLAT 519 

makes it possible to characterize the latitudinal extent of individual MPEs.  Pre-midnight MPEs 520 

did not extend over large latitude ranges:  one, two, or three independent events could appear 521 
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across the available latitude range, with the more poleward events occurring some few minutes 522 

later.  Simultaneous large-amplitude pre-midnight impulses in event 1 occurred over an MLAT 523 

range of ~320 km (the distance from STF to GHB, the extent of the central range in Figure 4).  In 524 

event 2 they occurred over ranges from 436 km (the distance from PG4 to M84, the central range 525 

in Figure 7 in which a large negative Bx impulse dominated the signal) to 703 km (the distance 526 

from PG4 to M79, the full range of latitudes over which a Bx minimum near 0037 UT was 527 

observed).   528 

The amplitude and location data for the MPE event during interval 3 (Figure 11) can be 529 

used to estimate its latitudinal and longitudinal scale size.  Using a linear slope calculation 530 

between pairs of stations gives the half-amplitude falloff distances shown in Table 3.  For the 531 

two lowest-latitude and relatively closely-spaced BAS-LPM station pairs, these latitudinal 532 

distances ranged from 106 to 192 km, and for the two somewhat less closely-spaced West 533 

Greenland stations at nearly the same magnetic longitude, 204 km.  The longitudinal half-534 

amplitude falloff distances between BAS LPM stations M81 and M79 and the conjugate location 535 

to Greenland station FHB were 446 and 262 km, respectively.  These latitudinal distances are 536 

roughly comparable to but mostly lower than the ~275 km two-dimensional half-amplitude 537 

radius calculated for several events in Arctic Canada using the SECs technique by Engebretson 538 

et al. (2019a,b), and the longitudinal distances are comparable to or somewhat higher.  An MPE 539 

event with even larger differences in perturbation amplitude between relatively closely spaced 540 

stations than this one is shown in Figures 3 and 4 of Pulkkinen et al. (2015).   541 

During the extended post-midnight interval multiple highly localized MPEs occurred 542 

independently in time at each station in both hemispheres, embedded within large amplitude, 543 

longer-duration magnetic bays (Figure 13).   Only at the FHB-GHB station pair did one event 544 

occur simultaneously.   MPE derivative amplitudes ≥ 6 nT/s appeared from 65.0° to 71.9° 545 

MLAT (NAQ to STF, a distance of 700 km).   Based on the latitudinal profiles in Figure 14, 546 

showing increasing perturbation and derivative amplitudes toward the lower MLAT end of the 547 

range of available stations, we consider it to be likely that these bays and their associated large 548 

MPEs may have extended even farther equatorward.   549 

The pre- and post-midnight MPEs also differed in the directions of their largest 550 

perturbations.  Pre-midnight MPEs were often largest in the Bx component, with some largest in 551 

Bz but with By largest at only one station (out of 37) in all 3 events.  In contrast, post-midnight 552 
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MPEs were most often largest in the By component.  This difference is consistent with earlier 553 

observations reported by Viljanen et al. (2001), who noted the strong southward direction of 554 

magnetic field fluctuations for large events in the auroral zone midnight sector, compared to a 555 

more East–West alignment in the morning sector. 556 

Many of the nighttime MPEs in intervals 1 and 2 occurred simultaneously to within 1-2 557 

minutes in latitudinal ranges of 300-700 km in conjugate hemispheres. The MPEs in interval 3 558 

exhibited more significant differences between hemispheres, but these may have been caused by 559 

the greater longitudinal separation between available conjugate stations during this interval.  560 

Although it might be expected that magnetic perturbations in high latitude regions should show 561 

some symmetry (or at least some form of direct control of asymmetry by the orientation of the 562 

interplanetary magnetic field, season, or ionospheric conductivity), Kim et al. (2013) 563 

documented that this is seldom true for dayside magnetic impulse events (the high latitude 564 

geomagnetic response to sudden changes in solar wind pressure).  They suggested that these 565 

asymmetric dayside ground responses might be of local origin rather than magnetospheric origin.   566 

 567 

5.1  Connection to omega bands and their physical mechanisms 568 

Because only magnetometer data are utilized in this study, we have no additional 569 

information about auroral phenomena that might contribute to the causal chain leading to these 570 

events, as was provided for the 3 events presented by Engebretson et al. (2019b).  That study 571 

included a SECS (spherical elementary current systems) analysis using a large 2-d set of 572 

magnetometers across North America and Greenland (Weygand et al.., 2011) as well as auroral 573 

snapshots from the THEMIS all-sky imager array and GOES 13 dipolarization data.  However, 574 

we comment briefly on the post-midnight interval and explore why we link it to the occurrence 575 

and physics of omega bands.   576 

Opgenoorth et al. (1983) characterized the source of omega bands as a “meandering” 577 

ionospheric Hall current, composed of a westward background electrojet and circular Hall 578 

current vortices around the locations of localized field-aligned currents, and Opgenoorth et al. 579 

(1994) equivalently described them as “large-scale auroral vortex streets.”  Omega bands have 580 

also been closely associated with long period irregular Pi3 or Ps6 magnetic pulsations with 581 

periods of 5 – 15 min (e.g., Kawasaki and Rostoker, 1979; Andre and Baumjohann, 1982; 582 

Solovyev et al., 1999; Henderson et al., 2002, and Wild et al., 2011).  Apatenkov et al. (2020) 583 
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provided detailed observations of a very large GIC that was associated with an interval of omega 584 

bands.  They modeled this event using the sum of two basic current systems:  a 1D linear current 585 

(mimicking the auroral electrojet) and a 2D vortex that passed eastward over the field of view of 586 

the ground magnetometers.   As a result of pointing out that the magnetic field created by 587 

ionospheric and magnetospheric currents may vary due to both temporal changes of current 588 

amplitudes and to the motion of the current structures, they suggested that propagating 589 

nonexplosive and relatively long-lived structures might be responsible for large rapid magnetic 590 

field variations if their propagation speeds were sufficiently large.   591 

 The magnetospheric source of these currents may be, as Partamies et al. (2017) and 592 

Weygand et al. (2015) have suggested, fast earthward flows in the magnetotail, e.g., bursty bulk 593 

flows (BBFs, Angelopoulos et al., 1992) or the more localized dipolarizing flux bundles (DFBs) 594 

described by Liu et al. (2014).  Palin et al. (2015) found that highly localized FACs and 595 

ionospheric currents were associated with BBFs and/or dipolarizing flux bundles observed by 596 

THEMIS spacecraft in the near magnetotail, and suggested that these might be the smallest 597 

elements of substorms and pseudobreakups.  A recent satellite-ground study by Liu et al. (2018) 598 

also found that omega bands are related to a flow shear near the inner edge of the plasma sheet, 599 

and suggested that an enhanced flow in the magnetosphere drives the omega bands by triggering 600 

plasma instabilities.  Within a BBF, the flow velocity exhibits peaks of very large amplitude with 601 

a characteristic time scale of the order of a minute, which are usually associated with magnetic 602 

field dipolarizations and ion temperature increases.   603 

Although mid- or small-scale magnetotail flows are likely the ultimate sources for the 604 

field-aligned and ionospheric currents that generate nighttime MPEs, the contrast between the 605 

highly localized nature of the MPEs at each station observed during the post-midnight event and 606 

the larger-scale synchronicity of MPEs observed during the three pre-midnight events suggests 607 

that even smaller-scale magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling processes and resulting plasma 608 

instabilities may play a significant role in generating post-midnight MPEs.  We note that Sato et 609 

al. (2017) similarly concluded their study of omega bands by strongly suggesting that 610 

magnetosphere–ionosphere coupling should play an important role in the formation of omega 611 

band auroras.   612 

 613 

6. Summary and Conclusions   614 
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Under both quiet and moderately disturbed geomagnetic conditions large pre-midnight 615 

MPEs at high magnetic latitudes exhibited fair to good hemispheric conjugacy in the timing of 616 

the equatorward excursion of their N-S component (Bx) and fair conjugacy in their latitudinal 617 

profiles and amplitude peaks.  During interval 3, which occurred during a highly disturbed 618 

interval, there was little similarity in MPE occurrence or amplitude between hemispheres, but the 619 

MPE appeared to be highly localized in both latitude and longitude, and available stations in 620 

opposite hemispheres were separated in longitude.  Although the opposite orientation of the By 621 

perturbations in conjugate hemispheres was consistent with Hall currents surrounding localized 622 

FACs, the shapes of the perturbations in the By and Bz components were rarely similar in 623 

conjugate hemispheres.   624 

The Bx amplitude was largest in the winter hemisphere during 3 of the 4 intervals 625 

presented here, and comparison of conjugate amplitudes and modeled ionospheric conductances 626 

suggested that the MPEs were fit much better by a current generator model than by a voltage 627 

generator model.  However, during  near-equinox interval 2 the Bx amplitudes were strongest 628 

in the southern hemisphere, and neither a simple current or voltage generator model was 629 

consistent with these amplitudes.  In addition, a conductance model including auroral 630 

precipitation effects may suggest that the MPEs observed in this study occurred at or poleward of 631 

the poleward edge of the auroral zone, consistent with the multi-instrument MPE case studies of 632 

Engebretson et al. (2019b).   633 

These large nighttime MPEs occurred under a range of solar wind and IMF conditions, 634 

but common to all four intervals was a negative IMF Bz that exhibited at least a modest increase 635 

at or near the time of the event.   636 

Large dB/dt values occurred both pre- and post-midnight.  During the 3 pre-midnight 637 

events they were usually isolated and were largest in the X and Z components and smallest in Y 638 

at all but one station in one pre-midnight event.  During the post-midnight interval they were 639 

grouped in quasi-periodic patterns embedded within a large magnetic bay, and the largest values 640 

occurred more often in the Y component than in X or Z.   641 

The local time range of the more clearly impulsive events matches that of BBFs and/or   642 

dipolarizing flux bundles, while the range of the dawn sector events matches that of omega 643 

bands.  These results may indicate that two separate and highly localized magnetosphere-644 
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ionosphere coupling mechanisms may be responsible for generating the large, rapid geomagnetic 645 

perturbations that generate GICs.   646 
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 896 

Table 1.  Magnetometer Stations Used in This Study  897 

 898 

Northern Hemisphere         Southern Hemisphere 899 

 900 

Array Geogr Lat         Geogr Lon     CGM Lat       CGM Lon     Array   Geogr Lat       Geogr Lon      CGM Lat     CGM Lon                901 

                                  902 

 903 

MACCS         904 

  Pangnirtung   66.1°             294.2°            73.2°             19.8°     South Pole  -90.00 °              --               -74.5°            18.7° 905 

          906 

CANMOS          907 

  Iqaluit       63.8°               291.5°            71.4°             15. 2°  908 

          AAL-PIP 909 

Greenland Coastal Chain          PG0  -83.67°              88.68°            -78.7°           38.2° 910 

  THL     77.47°               290.77°           84.0°              26.4°       PG1  -84.50°              77.20°            -77.3°           37.3° 911 

  TAB     76.54°               291.18°           83.2°              25.0°       PG2  -84.42°              57.95°            -75.7°           39.1° 912 

  SVS     76.02°               294.90°           82.3°              30.4°       PG3  -84.81°              37.63°            -73.9°           36.7° 913 

  KUV     74.57°               302.82°           80.0°              39.4°       PG4  -83.34°              12.25°            -71.2°           36.4° 914 

  UPN     72.78°               303.85°           78.2°              38.1°       PG5  -81.96°                5.71°            -69.9°           37.2° 915 

  UMQ     70.68°               307.87°           75.7°              40.8°  916 

  GDH     69.25°               306.47°           74.5°              37.8°     British Antarctic Survey Low Power Magnetometer Chain 917 

  ATU     67.93°               306.43°           73.2°              36.8°        M85-002 -85.36°                2.06°            -71.8°           30.1° 918 

  STF     67.02°               309.28°           71.9°              39.5°        M84-336 -84.36°            -23.85°            -69.8°           25.9°        919 

  SKT     65.42°               307.10°           70.7°              36.1°        M83-348 -82.90°            -12.25°            -69.2°           30.6° 920 

  GHB     64.17°               308.27°           69.2°              36.8°        M81-338 -80.89°            -22.25°            -67.0°           29.2° 921 

  FHB     62.00°               310.32°           66.6°              38.1°        M79-336 -79.68°            -24.12°            -66.0°           29.3° 922 

  NAQ     61.16°               314.56°           65.0°              42.3°        M78-337 -77.52°            -23.42°            -64.3°           30.7° 923 

                                  924 

Note:  Corrected geomagnetic (CGM) coordinates were calculated for epoch 2016 (using 925 

http://sdnet.thayer.dartmouth.edu/aacgm/aacgm_calc.php#AACGM). 926 

 927 

  928 
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Table 2.  The maximum |dB/dt| values for each component for each of the stations shown during 929 

each of the intervals presented here.   930 

 931 

Station       15 Jan 2018         16 Mar 2018     8 May 2016     13 May 2015 932 

SPA  -15.1,       -,    -    7.5,-12.1,   4.9      -3.3.     -,     - 933 

PGG    -9.1,   5.7,   4.3   -6.3,   3.3,   4.4         3.2,   2.5,   1.9 934 

IQA       2.0,   1.7,   2.0      -3.8,   3.4,   4.9 935 

 936 

PG2     4.9,   2.6,  -3.1    4.2,  -3.3,   3.8      -3.6,   4.3,   2.7 937 

PG3   - 8.1,   6.4,  -9.8    8.6,   4.2,   4.8       5.4,  -3.4,  -5.7 938 

PG4    -13.2,-11.4, 13.6       5.2,   5.2,  -6.1 939 

PG5    -8.0,   5.5,   7.8 -16.2, 13.3,-12.0  940 

M85             3.2,   1.9,   1.9 941 

M84    -25.7, 12.7,   5.2 942 

M83               7.7,   6.7,   4.2 943 

M81     15.6,   8.6,   9.6 -12.9,  -3.2, -4.0   -7.7,-10. 7,-6.1 944 

M79     3.4,  -2.3,   1.2  15.8,   6.3,   3.4  37.7, 13.7, 19.5 945 

M78     4.5,   3.8,  -3.3     14.4,   9.1, 10.3 946 

 947 

UMQ    -8.8,   3.8,   4.9          2.1,   1.5,   1.6 948 

GDH  -10.0,-10.6,-12.7    3.0,   2.2  ,-4.5      -2.8,   1.6,   2.0 949 

STF  -12.8,  -7.0,  -8.9   -7.2,  -5.6,  -7.1       3.1,   6.0,  -3.7 950 

SKT     - 6.4,-  4.7,   9.8       2.9,   6.3,   6.3 951 

GHB    -4.5,   5.0,   -8.3   -8.1,  -5.9,     -   -2.4,   1.6,     -    3.4,   7.0,  -5.9 952 

FHB     3.2,   3.5,   -4.6    6.6,  -3.0,   5.8   -6.7,   6.5,  -9.6   -4.7,   7.0,  -8.1 953 

NAQ     4.3,   2.1,   -2.2   -3.8,  -3.0, -3.3   -7.5,  -6.5,  -6.4   -9.2, 10.5,  -5.3 954 

_____________________________________________________________________________      955 

 956 

 957 

 958 

 959 

 960 

Table 3.  Half-amplitude latitudinal and longitudinal falloff distances between adjacent station 961 

pairs for the MPE occurring near 2105 UT on 8 May 2016 in Antarctica and Greenland, 962 

respectively.   963 

____________________________________________________________________________  964 

BAS LPM   Greenland  BAS LPM – Greenland Conjugate 965 

M81 – M79  106 km GHB – FHB    204 km        M81 – FHB    446 km 966 

M81 – M79 192 km                                  M79 – FHB    262 km 967 

__       __________________________________  968 
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 969 

 970 

 971 

 972 

Figure 1.  Maps showing the location of ground magnetometer stations used for this study.  a) 973 

Map of Arctic Canada and Greenland, showing stations in the northern hemisphere (diamonds) 974 

and the conjugate mapped locations of southern hemisphere stations (green circles).  b) Map of 975 

Antarctica, showing stations in the southern hemisphere (diamonds, squares, and red circle) and 976 

the conjugate mapped locations of northern hemisphere stations (triangles).  Solid lines show 977 

corrected geomagnetic coordinates. 978 

  979 
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 980 
 981 

Figure 2.  Daily magnetogram from AAL-PIP PG4 on May 13, 2015 with uniform vertical scale 982 

increments.  The data are shown in local magnetic coordinates:  Bx is northward, By eastward, 983 

and Bz vertically downward.   984 

 985 

  986 
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 987 
 988 

Figure 3.   Panel a shows OMNI data that provide the interplanetary and magnetospheric context 989 

for the MPE event on January 15, 2018.  Panels a1 and a2 show the magnitude |B| and north-990 

south component Bz of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), respectively.  Panel a3 shows the 991 

solar wind flow speed, Vsw, and panel a4 shows the solar wind dynamic pressure, Nsw.  Panel 992 

a5 shows the SuperMAG SML and SMU indices, and panel a6 shows the SYM/H index.  Panels 993 

b and c show two-hour excerpts of magnetograms from AAL-PIP PG3, Antarctica, and 994 

Qeqertarsuak (GDH), Greenland, respectively.  The shaded region in each panel, from 0024 to 995 

0052 UT, highlights the large magnetic perturbation observed at both stations, and the red arrows 996 

indicates the time of the closest prior substorm onsets. 997 

 998 

  999 
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 1000 
 1001 

Figure 4.  Four-hour excerpts of Bx component (north-south) magnetograms for January 15, 1002 

2018 from a) SPA and PGG, b) PG2, PG3, PG5, M79, and M78, and c) UMQ, GDH, STF, GHB, 1003 

FHB, and NAQ), arranged vertically in order of magnetic latitude and horizontally in order of 1004 

magnetic local time / magnetic longitude.  At each station, the time of maximum |ΔBx| 1005 

perturbations is shown.  1006 



37 
 

        1007 

Figure 5.  Plots of the perturbation amplitude ΔBx (panel a), the maximum derivative in any 1008 

component (panel b), and two models of the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances (panels 1009 

c and d), as a function of magnetic latitude, observed at every available station in the West 1010 

Greenland Coastal Array (red) and the AAL-PIP and BAS LPM arrays (blue) for the MPE at 1011 

~0035 UT January 15, 2018.  Solid lines denote Pedersen conductances (Σ𝑃) and dashed lines 1012 

Hall conductances (Σ𝐻).  1013 
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 1014 
 1015 

Figure 6.   Panel a shows OMNI data for the MPE event on March 16, 2016, as in Figure 3.  1016 

Panels b and c show two-hour excerpts of magnetograms from AAL-PIP PG4, Antarctica, and 1017 

Kangerlussuaq (STF), Greenland, respectively.  The shaded region in each panel, from 0034 to 1018 

0057 UT, highlights the large magnetic perturbation observed at both stations, and the red arrow 1019 

indicates the time of the closest prior substorm onset.  1020 

 1021 

 1022 

  1023 
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 1024 
 1025 

Figure 7.  Four-hour excerpts of Bx component (north-south) magnetograms for March 16, 2016, 1026 

as in Figure 4.  a) SPA, PGG, and IQA, b) PG2, PG3, PG4, PG5, M81, and M79, and c) GDH, 1027 

STF, SKT, GHB, FHB, and NAQ.  At each station, the time of maximum |ΔBx| perturbations is 1028 

shown.  The vertical dashed lines mark 00:37 UT, the time of minima in the Bx component at 1029 

PG4, M84 (not shown), and STF.   1030 

  1031 
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        1032 

Figure 8.  Plots of the perturbation amplitude ΔBx (panel a), the maximum derivative in any 1033 

component (panel b), and two models of the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances (panels 1034 

c and d), as a function of magnetic latitude as in Figure 5, for the MPEs near ~0040 UT March 1035 

16, 2016.  Solid lines denote Pedersen conductances (Σ𝑃) and dashed lines Hall conductances 1036 

(Σ𝐻).   1037 

1038 
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  1039 

 1040 

 1041 
 1042 

Figure 9.  Panel a shows OMNI data for the MPE event on May 8, 2016, as in Figure 3.  Panels b 1043 

and c show two-hour excerpts of magnetograms from BAS LPM M79, Antarctica, and Paamiut 1044 

(FHB), Greenland, respectively.  The shaded region in each panel, from 2102 to 2130 UT, 1045 

highlights the large magnetic perturbations observed at both stations, and the red arrows indicate 1046 

the times of the closest prior substorm onsets.  1047 

 1048 

  1049 
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 1050 

 1051 

Figure 10.  Two-hour excerpts of Bx component (north-south) magnetograms for May 8, 2016, 1052 

as in Figure 4.  a) M83, M81, M79, and M78, and b) SKT, GHB, FHB, and NAQ.  At each 1053 

station, the time of maximum |ΔBx| perturbations is shown.  The vertical dashed lines mark 1054 

21:07 UT, the time of minima in the Bx component at GHB and M79.  1055 

 1056 

  1057 
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 1058 

Figure 11.  Plots of the perturbation amplitude ΔBx (panel a), the maximum derivative in any 1059 

component (panel b), and a model of the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances (panel c), 1060 

as a function of magnetic latitude as in Figure 5, for the MPE at ~2108 UT May 8, 2016.  Solid 1061 

lines denote Pedersen conductances (Σ𝑃) and dashed lines Hall conductances (Σ𝐻).    1062 



44 
 

C1063 

 1064 
 1065 

Figure 12.  Panel a shows OMNI data for the MPE event on May 3, 2015, as in Figure 3.  Panels 1066 

b and c show three-hour excerpts of magnetograms from BAS LPM M81, Antarctica, and 1067 

Paamiut (FHB), Greenland, respectively.  The shaded region in each panel, from 0530 to 0800 1068 

UT, highlights the large magnetic perturbations observed at both stations, and the red arrows 1069 

indicate the times of the closest prior substorm onsets. 1070 

  1071 
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 1072 

Figure 13. Four-hour excerpts of Bx component (north-south) magnetograms for May 13, 2015, 1073 

as in Figure 4.  a) SPA, PGG, and IQA, b) PG2, M85, PG4, M83, and M81, and c) UMQ, STF, 1074 

SKT, GHB, FHB, and NAQ.  Blue arrows indicate the strongest MPEs at each station.     1075 

  1076 
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       1077 

Figure 14. Plots of the perturbation amplitude ΔBx (panel a), the maximum derivative in any 1078 

component (panel b), and two models of the ionospheric Pedersen and Hall conductances (panels 1079 

c and d), as a function of magnetic latitude as in Figure 5, for the MPEs from 0530 to 0800 UT 1080 

May 13, 2015.  Solid lines denote Pedersen conductances (Σ𝑃) and dashed lines Hall 1081 

conductances (Σ𝐻).   1082 
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